Abstract-With growing demand for higher bandwidth multimedia services in the wireless domain over the past few years, wireless asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) has emerged as a fine solution. Wireless ATM provides mobility support for mobile ATM users as they move among base stations. One of the key issues to support user mobility is the handoff. For a relatively smaller cell environment in wireless ATM, a handoff scheme should exhibit low handoff delay. Efficient usage of network resources is also required. In this paper, we propose a fast rerouting scheme for wireless ATM referred to as a path reservation scheme. For localized handoffs, we adopt a wireless cell clustering method. Cell grouping and a path reservation technique are proposed to achieve fast handoffs. This paper presents an analysis of the proposed scheme and simulation results of several handoff schemes compared with the proposed scheme. From the simulation results, our path reservation scheme achieves low handoff delay and efficient usage of network resources such as buffer and bandwidth requirements.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE phenomenal growth in cellular telephony over the past few years has stimulated active research in providing broad-band multimedia to mobile users [1] . Wireless asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) is a next-generation technology that can provide broad-band services for mobile multimedia terminals. Furthermore, it adds wireless and mobility management capability to the traditional ATM technology.
One of the important issues of mobility management is the handoff. The issue is involved in the ability of the network to seamlessly reroute existing connections to different parts of the network. An important element of defining wireless ATM is developing a handoff scheme that is compatible with the principles of ATM cell delay and supports the quality of service (QoS) requirements of both loss and delay-sensitive multimedia services. As real-time multimedia services such as teleconferencing and video have tight delay and error constraints, the method used by wireless ATM to perform the handoff and to reroute the connection needs to have short handoff latency and disruption time. Furthermore, in providing broad-band services over a wireless medium, smaller cells (micro-and picocells) are required to accommodate the overall increased system capacity. It is therefore expected that handoffs will occur more frequently than in the present cell environment [2] , [3] . In addition, smaller cells will have tighter delay constraints, as the overlapping distance of cells becomes smaller. For these reasons, a handoff scheme that can handle the increased load without jeopardizing the QoS is needed.
To date, several handoff schemes have been proposed in the literature. The proposed schemes have different strengths and weaknesses. The connection reestablishment scheme [4] generates short end-to-end paths but requires lengthy time to rebuild a connection. The path extension scheme [5] results in smaller handoff latency but causes the end-to-end path to be of suboptimal length. Dynamically discovering an appropriate crossover switch (COS) every time a handoff occurs, as required in the dynamic rerouting scheme [6] , generates a close optimal path but can add significant complexity, particularly in terms of the time taken to process signaling messages and find the COS at the switches. The multicast base rerouting scheme [7] has the potential advantage of near-zero handoff latency, but this is true only if mobility patterns can be accurately predicted. If this is not the case, then network bandwidth and base-station buffer capacity are wasted.
In this paper, we propose another fast rerouting scheme for wireless ATM, which we have specified as the path reservation scheme. This scheme is a kind of hybrid handoff scheme, which utilizes the concepts of cell clustering. Within a cluster, the path extension scheme is used, and for an intercluster handoff, the dynamic rerouting scheme is utilized. Clustering cells avoids excessively long paths, so that network bandwidth is saved. We introduce new concepts of cell grouping and path reservation that reserve the paths to the handoff candidate cells. Reserving the paths reduces COS search and setup time. Thus fast handoff can be achieved. According to the simulation results, our path reservation scheme achieves good performance not only in complexity and handoff delay but also in buffer and bandwidth requirements.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents an overview and comparisons of the existing handoff schemes. Section III describes the proposed scheme in detail. An analysis of the proposed scheme in terms of the performance measures is presented in Section IV. In Section V, simulation results with corresponding input parameters are presented. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section VI, followed by an Appendix.
II. OVERVIEW OF THE EXISTING HANDOFF SCHEMES
In this section, we provide an overview of existing handoff schemes proposed for wireless ATM and comparisons of the schemes in terms of several qualitative factors.
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A. Connection Reestablishment
This scheme [4] is one of those that were proposed by researchers at the University of California at Berkeley. The scheme involves establishing a new connection to the source and tearing down the old connection upon a handoff. The network is required to create a completely new route between the two end points every time a mobile station moves to a new base station.
B. Path Extension
Path extension [5] , proposed by Bell Labs, performs handoffs by extending the original connection to the switch where the new base station is located. The switch to which the original base station is connected is usually referred to as the anchor switch, and the switch to which a new base station is connected is called the target switch. The path extension scheme extends the connection from the anchor switch to the target switch during a handoff. The minimum hop path is usually chosen as the extended path. After this connection has been established, the network concatenates the old path with the extension to form a path to the target base station.
C. Dynamic Rerouting
Proposed in 1995 [6] , this scheme is a kind of partial rebuilding handoff scheme. The scheme can be considered as a generation of the path extension scheme. In the path extension scheme, the anchor switch extends the original connection to the target switch, while in the dynamic rerouting scheme, any switch along the original connection can be selected to set up a branch connection to the target switch. The switch chosen to perform this function is usually referred to as the COS. The COS is the one in the original source-to-destination route that best fulfills QoS requirements. The new route of the connection can be close to optimal depending on the COS selection. The connection route is modified by creating a new route between the COS and target base station and deleting the route between the old base station and the COS.
D. Multicast Base Rerouting
Multicast base rerouting [7] exploits ATM multicasting. In this scheme, a controlling (or root or group) switch establishes connections to the current serving base station and all base stations in the neighborhood of the serving base station. This group of base stations is called a multicast connection group. When data arrive for that mobile station, the networks will multicast the data to all members in the mobile station's multicast connection group. When the mobile station moves to one of the neighboring base stations, data are immediately available. After a handoff occurs, the network adapts by adding new neighborhood base-station connections and deleting connections that are no longer needed (i.e., connections to base stations that are no longer in the neighborhood). Base stations in a multicast connection group can span more than one base station.
E. Comparisons of the Previous Handoff Schemes
There are several factors to be considered in designing a handoff scheme for wireless ATM. Signaling protocol complexity, efficient route, handoff latency, cell loss and sequencing, and network resource efficiency are important issues to support a simple but fast handoff scheme. Signaling protocol complexity is related to the practicality of the handoff scheme. A handoff scheme that invokes substantial signaling traffic during a handoff results in overload for performing a handoff and may not scale well as the number of mobile connections increases. Handoff signaling traffic should be kept to a minimum in order to reduce the load on the wired network and air interface to a mobile station. Efficient route refers to whether a path created by a handoff is close to optimal. This factor affects communication disruption time. As a path is closer to optimal, communication disruption time is shorter. Since the overlapping distance of cells in wireless ATM is smaller, the delay constraints requirement is tighter. Short handoff latency is needed to fulfill the requirements. In wireless ATM, cell loss and sequencing is an important QoS parameter. A handoff scheme should minimize cell loss and avoid cell reordering. Network resource (communication bandwidth and buffer capacity) efficiency should be achieved by a handoff scheme since communication bandwidth and buffer capacity are limited.
In terms of signaling protocol complexity, the path extension scheme is relatively simple. The dynamic rerouting scheme can generate additional complexity and add processing time to find a COS at a given switch. The multicast base rerouting scheme has high signaling protocol complexity because the scheme involves the exchange of a dozen or more protocol messages to accomplish a handoff. With regard to an efficient route, the connection reestablishment scheme creates the most optimal path. This is because the scheme chooses the most efficient route to a new base station every time a handoff occurs. The path extension scheme may induce a long and inefficient data path if many handoffs occur due to the long session holding times. The multicast base rerouting scheme has the potential advantage of near-zero handoff latency due to the advanced connection set up procedure. The path extension scheme has comparatively small handoff latency. This is because the scheme has simple signaling protocol complexity. In terms of cell loss and sequencing, the path extension scheme easily satisfies the QoS parameter requirement since the scheme does not need a route rebuild procedure but just concatenates a path. The connection reestablishment scheme and the dynamic rerouting scheme are necessary to use a special indicator or marker cells for synchronizing a cell stream. For the multicast base rerouting scheme, cell duplication can occur unless a multicast connection group has synchronized cell streams. In spite of supporting very short handoff latency, the multicast base rerouting scheme has a weakness in terms of network resource efficiency. The scheme establishes connections to a multicast connection group to execute a handoff, and consequently inefficient network resource consumption is inevitable. Also, the path extension may use network bandwidth inefficiently if excessively long paths are created due to frequent handoffs.
We summarize the comparisons of the previous handoff schemes and the proposed scheme (path reservation) in Table I . More specific features of the path reservation scheme are described in the next section. Route created by path extension is dependent on the session holding times of a call. In the case of path extension, the bandwidth required depends on the number of handoffs that occurred during the call III. PATH RESERVATION SCHEME For data traffic, it is desirable to use a simple but fast rerouting policy in combination with a selective acknowledgment-based retransmission policy in the transport layer [8] . On the other hand, for real-time traffic, the use of more complicated rerouting policies that buffer and salvage in-transit packets can reduce the average loss rates seen by a connection. However, even for these applications, as long as the handoff times are small, dropping in-transit packets during a handoff produces a perceptually insignificant effect. Hence, for this class of traffic also, the appropriate design choice is to use a simple but fast rerouting policy. Implementing these simpler rerouting policies requires minimal changes to existing network signaling and reduces the need for extra complexity and buffering at network switches.
In this point of view, the path extension scheme is an attractive one. Thus we first utilize the path extension scheme to realize a simple but fast handoff scheme. But to avoid the extended path's becoming excessively longer than the original one, we restrict the use of the scheme to a certain domain referred to as a cluster. And for an intercluster handoff, we adopt the dynamic rerouting scheme. However, this scheme requires additional time to discover a COS and set up the path. To solve this problem, we introduce cell grouping and path reservation techniques, which reserve the COS and set up the path to the handoff candidate cell in advance. The method of finding a COS in this paper is based on the distributed hunt COS discovery method of Toh [9] . In this method, each node collects network connectivity information and selects a COS based on the information. The selected COS is a node with the least hop to a prior path. If several COSs with the least hop exist, the arbitrary selection of a COS is adopted. This procedure does not require a centralized connection server. 
A. Cell Clustering
A multitier cell clustering architecture is used to exploit the advantage of locality [10] . As shown in Fig. 1 , a cluster is defined to be a collection of base stations (BSs), which are connected to an ATM cluster switch. The partitioning of space due to clustering results in two types of mobile station migration: intracluster and intercluster.
Cell clustering distributes the system management, such as handoff, location, and call admission control management. For the handoff management, this distributed system enables a cluster switch to handle handoffs occurring in the cluster without the intervention of a switch in the backbone network. Hence it can support fast handoffs for intracluster handoffs since the handoff management entity is only a single hop away from the BSs. But handoffs caused by intercluster mobile migrations are slower because a switch in the backbone ATM network performs the handoff management entity. Hence, it is desirable to have greater frequency of intra-than intercluster handoffs so that a larger number of fast handoffs can be achieved.
A cluster can be made of several rings that determine the cluster size. According to [9] , the relationship of a cluster size with the frequency of intra-and intercluster handoff is deduced by mathematical analysis. The number of rings that guarantees a greater frequency of intra-than intercluster handoffs is proved to be more than three. Within a cluster, our path reservation scheme utilizes the path extension scheme. But there are tradeoffs between signaling traffic and path length in accordance with the size of the cluster. As the cluster size increases, the path created by the path extension scheme becomes longer, though the number of BSs that are affected by fast handoffs increases. On the other hand, reduction of cluster size results in heavy signaling traffic due to frequent intercluster handoffs in spite of the shorter path length. We adopt a cluster with three rings, which is adequate to meet both signal traffic and path length requirements. In Section V, the performance evaluations of the proposed scheme with regard to the cluster size are presented.
B. Cell Grouping and Path Reservation
For an intercluster handoff, the dynamic rerouting scheme is used to produce an efficient path. but the scheme should find a proper COS to reroute the path during the intercluster handoff. This procedure requires processing times that depend on the network topology. It results in increasing handoff delay. To handle the problem, we propose the concept of cell grouping and path reservation. If a mobile is connected to an edge cell of a cluster, the path reservation technique requires handoff candidate base stations in neighboring clusters to find a proper COS and set up a path from the switch to the base station prior to the handoff. Hence mobile users can be supported with fast handoff even during intercluster migrations. In this procedure, network bandwidth for the path is not occupied. But to set up the path, we should know to which cell a mobile will move. Unfortunately, we cannot correctly predict the mobile's movement.
To overcome the uncertainty, we introduce the concept of cell grouping. It is a method that ties an edge cell in a current cluster and two or three handoff candidate cells in neighboring clusters together as a single group. For the sake of convenience, we divide a group into two parts: Cell ID and Cell ID_candid. Cell ID is an edge cell in the current cluster and Cell ID_candid are handoff candidate cells of the edge cells in neighboring clusters. There are two possible grouping cases according to the edge cell's location, as shown in Fig. 2 . If a mobile is located in cell 4, then handoff candidate regions to neighboring clusters are cells A, C, and D. We group cells 4, A, C, and D together as a single group. In this case, Cell ID is four and Cell ID_candid (4 ) is A, C, and D. If a mobile is in cell 3, then cells 3, A, and B are grouped together. In this case, Cell ID is three and 3 is A and B. There are 12 groups in a cluster: six of them are case 1 and the rest are case 2. The information for grouping member lists and searched COSs is exchanged and shared between grouping cells since each adjacent base station is connected logically through the permanent virtual circuit (PVC). If a mobile in an interior cell of a cluster requests handoff to an edge cell of the cluster and wireless resource in the edge cell is available, then the path extension scheme extends the path to the edge cell. The moment a path is connected, the base station in the edge cell requests handoff candidate cells in neighboring clusters to find a proper COS and set up a connection between the COS and itself for a possible future intercluster handoff. If an intercluster handoff actually happens, the time to discover the COS and set up the connection can be reduced. In this way, we can support a fast handoff even during the intercluster handoff.
C. Advantages of Path Reservation Scheme Compared to the Previous Schemes
The reconnection establishment scheme generates an optimal path every time a mobile station is handed off at the expense of high communication disruption time. That is because the scheme does not reuse an old path but creates a new path, which takes time to set up and connect. However, the path reservation scheme basically reuses an old path for an intracluster handoff and intercluster handoffs. Consequently, communication disruption time produced by setting up and connecting an additional path can be reduced compared to the connection reestablishment scheme. The path extension scheme has the disadvantage of creating excessively long paths when frequent handoffs are invoked. That results in high communication disruption delay and inefficient network resource usage. The path reservation scheme exploits path concatenation within a cluster so that inefficient path creation can be avoided. The dynamic rerouting scheme requires some time to find a COS and set up a connection between the COS and a new base station. But the path reservation scheme uses the path reservation technique, so that finding the COS and setting up the connection procedures are performed in advance of a handoff. This results in reducing handoff latency. The multicast base rerouting scheme can execute a very fast handoff but requires high signaling protocol complexity and network resources. However, the path reservation scheme supports a fast handoff in spite of relatively low signaling protocol complexity and network resources compared to the scheme. Fig. 3 shows the network structure that is applied with the concept of cell clustering. In this network structure, base stations are ATM switches equipped with one wireless radio port adapter card and act as gateways for communication between a mobile station and the wired ATM network. The geographical area for which a base station radio port acts as the gateway is called its cell [10] , and one base station covers one cell. Nineteen cells are connected to a cluster switch that manages intracluster handoffs. From Fig. 3 , there are two cluster switches, which are connected to one ATM switch. The ATM switch involves the management of intercluster handoffs.
D. Network Structure
E. Operations of Path Reservation Scheme
In this section, we present an example of a path reservation scheme operation. For convenience of presentation, we assume that there is one ongoing call in this example. Fig. 4 shows a mobile station's movements (cell 1 cell 2 cell 3 cell A). In this case, the mobile station undergoes three handoffs: two intracluster handoffs-an intracluster handoff to an inner cell ( ) and an intracluster handoff to an edge cell ( )-and one intercluster handoff ( ). Fig. 5(a) shows the initial position (cell 1) of the mobile station. As the mobile station moves close to cell 2, the mobile station detects that the received signal strength has dropped below some threshold and requests cell 1 to hand off the current connection to base station 2. The intracluster handoff is supported by path extension. The connection route from base station 1 (cell 1) to base station 2 (cell 2) is simply extended, as shown in Fig. 5(b) . In this case, active connection routes after the handoff are the cluster switch CS1-base station 1 and CS1-base station 2. The data are then forwarded to base station 2 via base station 1.
is also an intracluster handoff. The connection to cell 3 is concatenated to the old path generated during [see Fig. 5(c) ]. After the handoff, the data are transmitted to base station 3 via base station 1 and base station 2. Since is the handoff to an edge cell (cell 3) of the cluster, the path reservation scheme performs the path reservation procedure that executes a COS search and connection set up in advance. Performing the path reservation procedure, the connections from COSs to handoff candidate cells are set up to prepare a future possible intercluster handoff. The procedure is invoked right after the mobile is connected to cell 3. In this handoff, the handoff candidate cells of cell 3 are cell A and B. Base station 3 requires the candidate cells to find a COS and set up the path from the COS to itself. As shown in Fig. 5(c) , three connections (CS1-base station 1, CS1-base station 2, and CS1-base station 3) are activated and two connections (CS2-base station A and CS2-base station B) are not activated but set up. This means that bandwidths for the later connections are not allocated yet. In Fig. 5(c) , SW 1 is the COS for base station A and B.
To support , the path reservation scheme uses dynamic rerouting. But in contrast to dynamic rerouting, the path reservation scheme does not need a COS search and connection setup procedure because the procedure was already performed during . The path reservation scheme just allocates bandwidth and connects the path from SW 1 to base station A. The old path created by the intracluster handoffs is torn down. Since cell A is also an edge cell of a cluster, the path reservation procedure is invoked to prepare another intercluster handoff. In Fig. 5(d) , a connection (CS2-base station A) is activated and two connections (from SW 1 to base station 3 and 4) are set up.
IV. ANALYSIS
In this section, we present an analysis to obtain the performance measures of a handoff scheme: complexity, handoff delay, disruption delay, buffer requirements, and bandwidth requirements. There are tradeoffs between complexity, handoff delay, and use of signaling and transporting resources. We use our path reservation scheme as a basis of analysis. The existing schemes described in Section II are analyzed in a similar manner to [11] and are not presented in this paper. 
A. Signaling Message Flow Times
To derive formulas for the performance measures, we analyze the handoff signaling procedures of the path reservation scheme step by step. From each step of the procedures, we obtain the equations for signaling message flow times; these equations are used to calculate the performance measures. For the path reservation scheme, there are three different handoff signaling procedures, which are for intracluster handoff to an inner cell, intracluster handoff to an edge cell [ Fig. 6(a) ], and intercluster handoff [ Fig. 6(b) ]. In this analysis, the equations make use of the intercluster handoff signal procedure, shown in Fig. 6(b) . The analysis of intracluster handoff to the edge cell is presented in the Appendix. The handoff signaling procedure for the intracluster handoff to an inner cell is identical with the procedure for the path extension scheme, and an analysis of the handoff is presented in [11] . In this analysis, each number in Fig. 6(b) indicates a sequential step of the handoff procedure. Table II shows the parameters used in this analysis and the simulations presented in the next section, and these values are determined based on [11] . in Table II indicates the network level, which is described in simulation model II (Section V-A). To make the equations simpler, we define a set of parameters, which are the message transmission times for the wired or wireless node (Table III) . The message transmission time includes the time it takes a node to transmit the message and the propagation delay. The types and descriptions of signaling messages used in this analysis are given in Table IV .
In Fig. 6(b) , the first message to start the handoff procedure is an HO_REQ message sent by a mobile. This step is denoted by (1) in the figure. The mobile receives a beacon signal from both the old (current) base station (i.e., BS ) and the new (target) base station (i.e., BS ) and sends the HO_REQ message including the traffic type, QoS, etc., to BS [12] . The flow time for this first step is the sum of the message transmission time across the wireless channel and the processing time of BS (1) In step (2) in Fig. 6(b) , HO_REQ is then forwarded to COS . COS is the node that has the least number of hops to BS among nodes on the existing path. The delay incurred in this second step is the sum of transmission time of the message from BS to COS and the processing time required in COS . The transmission time of a message in a wired network consists of the transmission time of the message over links between two end switches and the processing time of the message in switches between two end nodes. Since in this second step the numbers of links and switches between BS and BS . BS then processes this message. Similarly as the second step, the delay incurred in the third step is (3) If there are wireless resources for the handoff, BS sends the HO_REQ_ACK message to COS . In this paper, we do not consider the case where the mobile is dropped by a lack of resources. The time taken by step (4) is (4) After sending the HO_REQ_ACK message, BS generates the CONNECT message, which propagates hop-by-hop to COS . This is the fifth step (5) At the sixth and seventh steps, COS initiates the actual handoff by sending the HO_EXE message to BS and eventually to the mobile. The message should contain a target base-station identifier, an assigned wireless channel identifier, a new connection identifier, and the sequence number of the last data packet that the network successfully received from the mobile (6) (7)
After the COS -BS connection is completed, COS_SEARCH messages are transmitted hop-by-hop to BS . The BS are handoff candidate cells of BS in neighboring clusters. The message is transmitted Then COS transmits an END_Data_down message to the mobile by using inband signaling. This message informs that they are the last downlink data transmitted through the old connection. The next data are transmitted through the COS -BS connection and buffered in BS . The mobile that has received the END_Data_down message transmits an END_Data_up uplink message to BS . BS forward the message to COS . COS sends setup request messages to BS , and BS complete connection setups for the new wired segments to COS using Q.2931 UNI, or PNNI standard message. This message propagates hop-by-hop to BS . The flow time for the eleventh step is
The mobile sets up a wireless segment connection to BS by using Access_Request and Access_Granted messages. These signaling procedures are steps (12) and (13) (12) BS transmits a RELEASE_COMPLETE message, which propagates hop-by-hop to COS ; and BS , which has received the UP_Link_ready message, begins to transmit buffered uplink data to COS . The flow times for the eighteenth step are (18)
B. Complexity
In this analysis, the complexity is presented by summing the number of signaling messages needed to perform a handoff as well as the processing requirements of these messages in the network nodes. The number of messages exchanged and their processing requirements during and after the handoff are used to compare the complexity for several handoff schemes and our path reservation scheme. The result is presented in the next section.
C. Handoff Delay
The handoff delay is related to the call dropping probability. If the time for a mobile to access a wireless channel in a new base station takes too long, the signal strength over the wireless interface may get too weak and the handoff attempt will fail. For the small overlapping distance of cells in wireless ATM, a good candidate handoff scheme should have a short handoff delay. The handoff delay is the time interval from when a mobile sends a handoff request message (HO_REQ) to when a mobile receives a handoff execution message (HO_EXE) by network. Hence, is calculated by summing the flow times of all signaling messages between the two messages (19)
D. Disruption Delay
The disruption delay is another important QoS factor for a handoff scheme. The disruption delay is the time in which no downlink data are received by a mobile station. The network reroutes the connection during this time. A long communication disruption will increase the jitter in the data stream and can be detrimental to real-time services such as video conferencing. The disruption delay is the time interval from when a mobile receives a handoff execution message (HO_EXE) to when the mobile receives a first data packet. Hence, is the sum of the signaling message flow times between the HO_EXE message and the HO_COMPLETE message and the transmission time of the first data packet. In this measure, the times taken by COS search and path reservation procedures [steps (8)- (11)] are not included since the procedures do not affect the ongoing handoff procedure (20)
E. Buffer Requirements
The buffer requirement is the factor that affects the data delay and the network hardware cost. Excessive buffering incurs a long delay of user data and an increment of hardware cost. But insufficient buffering results in the loss of user data. Thus adequate buffering should be provided. For the path reservation scheme, buffering is required at the mobile and BS . Buffering at the mobile is represented by , and buffering at BS is represented by . When the mobile stops transmitting to BS and communicates with BS to secure a wireless channel, uplink data from the mobile to the network need to be buffered at the mobile. The amount of buffering required is dependent on the last successful transmitted data packet and the amount of data sent to the network interface device in the mobile during the time the mobile is acquiring the wireless channel. This is given by BW (21)
BS
temporarily stores the uplink data to COS and the downlink data to the mobile while the handoff is being carried out. The amount of buffering for downlink data is dependent on the last transmitted data packet successfully received by the mobile. The uplink data are stored until the RELEASE_COM-PLETE message is received from COS BW (22)
F. Bandwidth Requirements
One way to compare the bandwidth requirements for handoff schemes is the calculation of the wired and wireless network bandwidth cost incurred by a handoff. We ignore the economy of scale in the cost of bandwidth. The effect of statistical multiplexing between calls is also ignored since our analysis is based on a per-call basis. The bandwidth cost for the path reservation scheme is BW (23) where is the length of , is the cost of unit bandwidth per unit length of link , and is the bandwidth cost of the wireless link.
However, in the simulations presented in the next section, we assume that the cost per unit bandwidth on all wireless and wired links is the same. This assumption simplifies the calculation determining the total number of links required for a call and multiplying this number by the bandwidth required for that call. For In this section, simulation models and performance results are presented to evaluate the proposed scheme. We perform the simulations for three models. In simulation models I and II, we compare the performance of the proposed scheme with that of other schemes described in Section II, and in simulation model III, we evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme according to the size of the cluster. Since in simulation models I and II the complexity has the same value, we present performance results for the complexity in Section V-B1 for the simulation models. In these simulations, we obtain the simulation results using the equations derived in Section IV and the values of input parameters in Table II: we use (19) for the handoff delay, (20) for the disruption delay, (21) and (22) for the buffer requirements, and (24) and (25) for the bandwidth requirements, respectively.
A. Simulation Models 1) Simulation Model I:
In this simulation model, we consider an urban microcellular environment. For the sake of convenience, a rectangular cell configuration is generally used to figure out user mobility in urban environments [13] . Thus we assume that the cell shape as rectangular in our simulation. We also assume that the network structure is hierarchical. The cell and network architectures take the form shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b). There are 625 rectangular cells (base stations), 25 clusters (BSCs), six mobile switching centers (MSCs), and three global mobile switching centers (GMSCs). In this configuration, 5 by 5 cells (25 cells) make up one cluster, four or five clusters make up one MSC, two MSCs make up one GMSC, and three GMSCs are connected to a switch that is linked to a fixed network node. The numbers in Fig. 7(a) are MSC identity. MSCs 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 cover 100 cells (four clusters) and MSC 6 covers 125 cells (five clusters). MSCs 1, 2 are connected to GMSC A; MSCs 3, 4 are connected to GMSC B; and MSCs 5, 6 are connected to GMSC C. It is assumed that a mobile has the tendency to maintain direction. Thus in our simulation, we give higher probability to the situation where the direction after a handoff is the same as that before a handoff. We suppose that the mobile moves at a rate of 20 km/h and does not undergo call blocking and dropping during a call lifetime. Also, we assume that a cell ranges around 150 m in diameter. In this simulation, we compare the performance of several handoff schemes according to a mobile's handoff times. Hence we vary the mobile's expected handoff numbers from three to 24.
2) Simulation Model II: Fig. 8 shows the hierarchical and symmetrical network architecture. The network level is characterized by . The network level indicates a hierarchical sequence from a node linked with a fixed network node to a node that has clusters as leaf nodes. In the network architecture, a node has two leaf nodes and a cluster has five base stations. In simulation model I, the number of network levels is fixed at three. But in this model, a simulation is performed for a network having various levels. In simulation model I, a mobile can change directions and its handoff times are variable. However, we assume that the mobile moves in a straight line and undergoes 25 handoffs in this model. The speed of a mobile station and the diameter of a cell are the same as those in model I. Also, the assumption that call blocking and dropping during a call lifetime do not occur is maintained. We assume that the length of the links between all fixed network nodes is equal. We perform the simulation for various network levels from three to 20.
3) Simulation Model III: In this simulation model, the cell and network architectures are identical with those of simulation I except for the number of cells that a cluster switch covers. We control the size of the cluster from two to four rings. Nine cells are connected to a cluster with two rings, and clusters with three and four rings cover 25 and 49 cells, respectively. A mobile undergoes from three to 24 handoffs, and we attain the performance results by taking an average.
B. Simulation Results
1) Complexity:
In Table V , we compare the number of messages exchanged and their processing requirements during and after the handoff. The signaling messages that require processing at the end nodes but require only signaling transfer point (STP) processing in the intermediate nodes are added together and placed in the "STP processing" column in Table V . Signaling messages that require processing at every node they pass through are added together and placed in the "hop-by-hop processing" column [11] . The determination of the number of messages sent during and after the handoff is straightforward. For example, when an intercluster handoff is required for the path reservation scheme [see signaling message flow times in Section IV-B and Fig. 6(b) ], the number of STP processing messages sent during the handoff is eight (i.e., HO_REQ [step (2) , (3) (18)]. The total number of signaling messages sent after the handoff is two. In this manner, the number of signaling messages of intracluster handoff to edge cell in Table V is obtained from signaling message flow times in Appendix and Fig. 6(a) . The numbers of other handoff schemes in Table V TABLE V  NUMBER OF SIGNALING MESSAGES EXCHANGED are acquired in [11] . In this simulation, the signaling messages passed between the mobile station and the base stations [step (1), (7), (12), (13)] are not counted since they are virtually the same in all the schemes. Table V shows that the path extension scheme generates smaller signal traffic than other schemes. The multicast base rerouting scheme has lower complexity during the handoff, as much of the work is performed behind the scenes after the handoff. Our path reservation scheme is divided into three cases depending on the mobile's location. When an intracluster handoff to an inner cell is executed, the number of signaling messages exchanged is equal to the path extension's. When the mobile requests a handoff to an edge cell of the cluster, COS_SEARCH and SETUP messages between handoff candidate cells and COSs are added. When an intercluster handoff is executed, RELEASE_CONN and a RELEASE_COMPLETE messages, for connection release between old base station and crossover switch, are generated after the handoff.
2) Simulation Model I: Fig. 9(a) shows that the multicast base rerouting scheme has the lowest handoff delay and the connection reestablishment scheme has the highest handoff delay. The connection establishment procedures performed by the multicast base rerouting scheme support the fastest handoff. For the connection reestablishment scheme, many connection setup procedures are involved due to complete new routing, and this makes the handoff delay long. The path reservation scheme has the second best performance in terms of handoff delay. The reason is that when an intercluster handoff is executed, the path reservation scheme reduces handoff delay since COS discovery and connection setup procedure are unnecessary. Fig. 9(b) shows that the disruption time is shortest for the multicast rerouting scheme. This is because data are transmitted to all base stations that are adjacent to the current serving base station. When a connection needs to be handed off, no time is wasted for the network to set up a new connection and to forward the data to the new base station. The connection reestablishment scheme has the highest disruption time since the scheme generally buffers downlink data at the top level node during a handoff procedure and the path between the node and new base station is relatively long compared with other schemes. The path extension scheme generates short disruption times for intracluster handoffs. However, long disruption times resulting from intercluster handoffs increase overall disruption delay. The fact that the path reservation scheme is based on the path extension scheme within a cluster and executes path reservation technique for intercluster handoffs results in better performance than path extension and nearly the same as that of the dynamic rerouting scheme.
The results in Fig. 9 (c) were obtained by summing the buffering requirements in all network nodes involved in the handoff. In this graph, the path extension scheme is shown to have the lowest buffer requirements. The scheme connects a path between two nodes, and the connection procedure can be done very quickly if the two nodes are physically close to each other. This makes the lowest buffer requirements possible. The path reservation scheme has the second best buffer requirements. Fig. 9(d) shows the bandwidth required for the duration of a call. The connection reestablishment and the dynamic rerouting schemes have the lowest bandwidth requirements, as shown in Fig. 9(d) . This is because they only set up or activate a connection at the time of handoff and release any links no longer in use after the handoff. The path Extension scheme needs additional bandwidths as the handoff number increases since a path is concatenated every time a handoff occurs. The path reservation scheme has relatively good bandwidth requirements. There is a slight difference between bandwidth requirements of the connection reestablishment and the dynamic rerouting schemes and that of the path reservation scheme.
3) Simulation Model II: Fig. 10(a) shows the handoff delay plotted against (network level). Generally, as the network level increases, the number of nodes that are involved in a handoff procedure increases. This results in an increase in the performance measure. The result clearly exhibits the excellence of the path reservation scheme. From Fig. 10(a) , the multicast base rerouting scheme is shown to have the lowest handoff delay against , but this benefit results from high background processing. The path reservation scheme has the second best performance after the multicast base rerouting scheme by a narrow margin. The path reservation technique of the path reservation scheme results in very low handoff delay and becomes more effective as the network level increases. This can be seen clearly by comparison with the dynamic rerouting scheme, which shows a relatively large handoff delay against the network level since the time to search a COS increases with the network level. The difference in the handoff delay between the path reservation scheme and the dynamic rerouting scheme exhibits the effectiveness of the path reservation technique. Fig. 10(b) shows the disruption delay obtained in this simulation. In terms of disruption delay, the multicast base rerouting scheme shows the best performance, but this result is also acquired at the expense of complex handoff processing. The path reservation scheme and the dynamic rerouting scheme have similar performance. The path reservation scheme presents the second best performance in terms of the disruption delay. For the same reason mentioned in simulation I, the path extension scheme has the lowest buffer requirements. With the low complexity, this feature is another advantage of the path extension scheme. There is little difference between the path reservation scheme and the dynamic rerouting scheme in terms of the buffer requirements. From Fig. 10(c) , the multicast base rerouting scheme guarantees uniform buffer requirements independent of the network level. However, the connection reestablishment scheme demands high buffer requirements due to the increased handoff delay with the network level. In terms of the bandwidth requirements, the multicast base rerouting scheme presents the poorest performance, as shown in Fig. 10(d) . A fast handoff enabled by the scheme inevitably demands high bandwidth requirements. The connection reestablishment scheme and the dynamic rerouting scheme do not use unnecessary bandwidth during path rerouting, resulting in the lowest bandwidth requirements. The bandwidth requirements of the path reservation scheme are next to the two schemes. The value is nearly the same as those of the two schemes.
4) Simulation Model III:
The size of a cluster is closely related to the amount of signal traffic. The path reservation scheme generates 11 signaling messages for an intracluster handoff to an inner cell and 14 signaling messages for an intracluster handoff to an edge cell or an intercluster handoff. When the size of the cluster is smaller, the frequency of intercluster handoffs is higher. This indicates that the frequency of intracluster handoffs to edge cells is also higher. The intracluster handoff to an edge cell generates many hop-by-hop processing messages that impose processing loads on switches. As seen in Fig. 11(a) , the numbers of hop-by-hop processing messages and total (STP processing and hop-by-hop processing) generated messages are highest for the cluster with two rings. As the size of the cluster increases, on the other hand, the numbers are reduced since the frequency of intracluster handoffs increases. Although the concept of cell clustering is adopted for fast intracluster handoffs, the proposed scheme supports faster intercluster handoffs by the path reservation procedure. The higher frequency of intercluster handoffs reduces the handoff delay eventually as the size of the cluster is reduced. Fig. 11(b) shows that the handoff delay increases with cluster size, although the difference is quite small between each cluster. The cluster size has an effect on disruption delay. This is because the path length caused by a handoff is closely related to the disruption delay. The increment in cluster size makes the frequency of intracluster handoffs high. As a result, the path extended by intracluster handoffs increases disruption delay. Fig. 11(c) shows that the rate of increase in disruption delay increases as the size of the cluster grows. Though an intracluster handoff executed by the path extension scheme increases disruption delay, it satisfies low buffer requirements. Consequently, higher frequency of intracluster handoffs reduces the buffer requirements. This is illustrated in Fig. 11(d) . Bandwidth requirements are related to the efficient route of a handoff scheme. When the handoff scheme generates a route closer to the optimal one, less bandwidth requirements are needed. For the path reservation scheme, an intercluster handoff requires less bandwidth than an intracluster handoff since a close optimal route is generated by crossover switch. Fig. 11(e) presents the bandwidth requirements of each cluster. The cluster with two rings has the lowest bandwidth requirements, and the highest bandwidth is needed for the cluster with four rings. This requirement increases with the cluster size.
As we have seen, there are tradeoffs between the performance results depending on the size of the cluster. An increment in the size of the cluster results in low complexity and buffer requirements, but reduction in the size of the cluster leads to low handoff delay, disruption delay, and bandwidth requirements. Although the cluster with two rings has good performance in handoff delay, disruption delay, and bandwidth requirements, the results are obtained at the expense of high complexity, which puts a heavy processing load on network switches. And, as mentioned in Section III-A, the number of rings that guarantees a greater frequency of intracluster handoffs than intercluster handoffs is more than three. But when the cluster has four rings, the disruption delay and bandwidth requirements caused by the extended path are intolerably high. Therefore, we conclude that the adequate size of cluster that satisfies both complexity and QoS requirements is three rings.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a path reservation scheme for wireless ATM. The proposed scheme supports fast handoffs by utilizing the concepts of cell clustering, proposed cell grouping, and path reservation techniques. The adopted cell clustering method enables the system managements to be distributed and results in fast intracluster handoff. The proposed cell grouping and path reservation techniques are also used to support a fast intercluster handoff. As the outcome of the simulation shows, the proposed scheme has good overall results in all performance measures. Although the path extension scheme is used for intracluster handoffs, the path reservation scheme shows good performance in bandwidth requirements. And the proposed path reservation technique results in very fast handoffs in spite of an increase of the network levels. The path reservation scheme proposed in this paper may contribute to achieving a method that supports fast handoffs in addition to using network resources efficiently.
APPENDIX
In this Appendix, we present an analysis of the handoff signaling procedure for an intracluster handoff to an edge cell of the path reservation scheme and derive the expressions of the performance measures. Fig. 6(a) shows the handoff signaling procedure for the intracluster handoff to the edge cell. In this figure, CS indicates the cluster switch to which BS and BS are connected.
